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Abstract

To understand recent climatic trends and possible future climatic change, it is necessary to

examine the nature of past climatic variability (Nicholls et al., 1996). Proxy measures of past climatic

fluctuations can be used to extend this record beyond the limited period of instrumental

measurements. Regression-based techniques are generally used to define transfer functions which

describe the statistical relationship between these proxy estimates of past climate and measured

climatic parameters. Although these regression-based techniques have been extremely successful, they

can engender bias in the estimates if not used with care. More significantly, we also show that if

regression errors are explicitly calculated they are often similar in magnitude to the total range of the

parameter being estimated, implying that such reconstructions of past climate cannot be regarded as

truly precise. A novel approach based upon Bayes’ theorem is introduced which appears to increase

the statistical veracity of such climatic reconstructions.
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Introduction:

Regression Procedures in Climatic Reconstruction

The objective of calibration in climatic reconstruction from proxy data is to derive a transfer

function which expresses one or more environmental variables as a function of an indirect measure of

past climate. To this end a wide range of regression techniques are routinely employed. Methods used

for the reconstruction of past climate at a high-resolution include the measurement of the physical and

chemical properties of ice-cores (Peel, 1995), coral records (Lough and Barnes, 1997), laminated

sediments (Zolitschka, 1996), fossil beetle remains (Atkinson et al., 1987) and tree-rings (Briffa et al.,

1995). The derived relationship is usually verified against independent data or data withheld from the

fitting procedure as a test of the validity of the model (Fritts, 1976; Fritts and Guiot, 1990; Briffa,

1995). There are two conceptually different approaches to quantitative calibration - these are classical

and inverse calibration (Osborne, 1991; Birks, 1995; ter Braak, 1995a).

Inverse calibration has been widely used for reconstructing past climate (Birks, 1995).

Various approaches have been developed from simple linear regression (e.g, Williams and Johnson,

1975) to more complex techniques, such as those pioneered by Imbrie and Kipp (1971) who used

factor analysis to derive assemblages for use in subsequent calibration. Past climates have been

inferred using inverse calibration from foraminiferal data (Imbrie and Kipp, 1971; Williams and

Johnson, 1975), pollen assemblages (Andrews et al., 1980), limnological data (Whitmore, 1991) and

measured tree-ring characteristics (Lofgren and Hunt, 1982; Robertson et al., 1997). This approach is

also known as forward prediction (Martens and Naes, 1989; Lucy, 1997). In inverse calibration the

proxy measure of past climate is usually regarded as the ‘controlling variable’ (x axis) and regressed

against the environmental variable of interest, the ‘response variable’ (y axis), using a ‘training set’ to

define the nature of this relationship (ter Braak, 1995a, b; Birks, 1995). In its most basic form, the

relationship is assumed to be linear. That is, it will have the form y = ax + b, where a represent the

slope of the line and b its intercept with the y axis. Conventionally this relationship is found using a

least squares criterion, where the values of the x variable are considered to be absolutely determined,

and the values of y are considered to be subject to some random error, as illustrated in Figure 1. The

parameters a and b are determined by the least squares criterion so that the sum of the squares of the

distances e1, e2 and e3  (in the case illustrated) is minimised.

The calculated values of a and b are then used to provide estimates for unknown values of the

y variable for particular values of the x variable, providing that x lies within the range of x values in

the training set. However, if this process is carried out for a set of known x-y co-ordinates, and the
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differences between the observed and the estimated values of y plotted against the observed y values,

then it is found that there is a systematic error in these estimates (Figure 2). This systematic error

makes low values of the estimated variable too high and high values of the estimated variable too low.

In other words, a bias is present. From least squares criterion, it can be shown that the magnitude of

the slope of this bias is 1-r2, where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the x and y values

in the training set (Draper and Smith, 1981; Aykroyd et al., 1997). If, as in most analyses, the y

variable is the one being reconstructed (e.g., temperature or rainfall from tree-ring characteristics),

then the estimates made from the proxy measure will always show a bias which is the complement of

the square of the observed correlation coefficient. As most proxy measures of past climate do not

demonstrate strong correlations with measured simple climatic parameters, there is always likely to be

a significant bias in such estimates. One manifestation of this bias is that extreme climatic events are

likely to be under-represented in the reconstructed data.

A possible solution to the problem of bias lies in a standard variant on regression analysis

known as classical calibration (Birks, 1995). In classical calibration, the regression model is

calculated in exactly the same way as before, except that the variable from which estimates are to be

made is regarded as the x value, and its proxy data are y. The regression model, y = ax + b, then has to

be rearranged before estimates of x can be made from y. As before, if the differences between the

observed and estimated x values are plotted against the observed x values for a known dataset, the

slope of a least squares line through them will be zero and will in fact lie along the x axis (Figure 2).

This is the expected relationship from estimates that are unbiased.

Unfortunately, classical calibration is not a panacea for the reconstruction of climatic data

from poorly correlated variables and, therefore, the approach has not been used widely in

palaeoclimatology, except for inferring sea-surface temperatures from the mean size of foraminifera

(Malmgren and Kennett, 1976; 1978). There are two major limitations to this approach. Firstly, the

error estimates for any reconstructed point are always larger than those obtained by inverse

calibration and can, in the case of climatic reconstruction, be as large as the total range of the

reconstructed variable. Secondly, no version of the classical calibration procedure currently exists for

situations where multiple proxy measures are employed to give estimates.

The selection of a suitable calibration technique is not just a modern problem: Eisenhart

(1939) first demonstrated the differences between inverse calibration and classical calibration. In the

years that followed, the approach of classical calibration was generally adopted until the techniques

were re-investigated by Krutchkoff (1967) and Tallis (1969). Using Monte Carlo simulations,

Krutchkoff (1967) demonstrated the superiority of inverse calibration over the classical calibration,
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with the former approach giving smaller mean squared errors. It is now accepted that the inverse

approach performs slightly better when the unknown samples are from a large central part of the

distribution of the training set, even though there will be a bias present (Aykroyd et al., 1997).

However, the classical approach may perform better at extremes and under slight extrapolation (Birks

et al., 1990; Birks, 1995; ter Braak, 1995a).

Bayesian Approaches to Calibration

Another approach is to use Bayesian methods, which are now applied to a wide range of

archaeological and environmental problems (Buck et al., 1996). The Bayesian approach does not rely

upon the explicit modelling of the relationship between two variables, but the modification of some

prior belief about the specific value of a variable on the basis of some additional information. If a

sequence of tree-ring characteristics of Quercus robur L. were to be used as a proxy for a climatic

parameter such as mean July-August temperature, then we can initially assume that the mean July-

August temperature through the period could not have been outside the range 0-50°C. We know this

because the species has adapted to a particular ecological niche and will not grow outside these limits.

In fact, it is possible to be more precise. It is unlikely that the mean July-August temperature was as

low as 10°C or as high as 40°C, but quite likely that it was about 20°C. Working through a sequence

of steps like this it is possible to define, based upon observation and other knowledge, a probability

distribution for the temperature range experienced by the particular species of tree. In Bayesian terms,

this is known as prior information, or prior probability.

This type of prior information on its own is not a very useful estimate of temperature as it is

constrained only by the fact that species distribution exists over a restricted temperature range. If

some property of tree rings is being measured, such as ring width, or carbon isotope values, then

further information is available to refine this initial prior estimate. This further information is termed

conditional probability or likelihood, and can be obtained by examination of a ‘training set’ of

controlled data similar to those used in more conventional calibrations, such as the measured tree ring

response to known mean summer temperatures. In geometric terms, the conditional probability is

derived from a larger dataset called the joint probability which, is visualised as a surface, rather than a

line. The observed data points define the shape of the surface. A complicating factor is that a full joint

probability surface for any climatic and response variables requires an extremely large dataset to build

up the surface, and no such large datasets exist. Instead a smoothing function is used to interpolate

values. The function used here is called a kernel-density function; whereby a kernel, which in

geometric representation looks like a small bump, is added to a two dimensional surface, one kernel
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for every (x, y) pair of points in the known dataset (Silverman, 1986). The result is a ‘sum of bumps’

and can be interpreted as a smoothed joint probability density function. For example, the resulting

joint probability density function for mean July-August temperature and carbon isotope index is

shown in Figure 3.

This surface shows the probability of any x, y pair occurring together (e.g., in Figure 3 there

is a high probability that a mean summer temperature of 16.2°C will result in a carbon isotope index

of 1.14). The conditional probability function is a slice through this surface parallel to the axis for

which estimates are to be made (in this case, mean July-August temperature) and scaled in such a way

that it has a total area below the surface of unity. Once the conditional probability density function

has been obtained it can be combined with the prior probability density function to produce what is

called a posterior probability density function using an appropriate form of Bayes’ theorem, the

mathematics of which are set out in the appendix.

The posterior probability distribution can be regarded as the final probability distribution

based on the knowledge of how one variable responds to another, as captured in the training set. For

example, where the variables involved are the mean July-August temperature and the carbon isotope

index, the posterior probability distribution is a statement of the probability distribution of mean July-

August temperature given the particular observation of carbon isotope index. This statement is based

upon previous observations of known carbon isotope indices from Quercus robur L. and mean July-

August temperature. Figure 4 represents the probability distribution for mean July-August

temperature predicted for a carbon isotope index value of 1.14.

A posterior probability distribution and the more conventional point estimate and associated

confidence interval of that estimate are in certain respects equivalent, and it may be useful to consider

the similarities when attempting to evaluate the efficacy of both approaches. A conventional estimate

is a Gaussian distribution with the mean defined by the point estimate, and a confidence interval

defining the ‘spread’ of the distribution. Seen in this way, a conventional estimate can be regarded as

a probability distribution function for the parameter being estimated, albeit one with a Gaussian

distribution. The posterior probability distribution will have a central value which, can be used as a

point estimate if required, and a confidence interval that can be defined by truncating the distribution

at a pre-defined value. These values can be calculated in a number of ways - for instance the modal

value can be used as a point estimate and the points on the temperature axis which enclose 95% of the

area of the posterior probability density function can be regarded as a confidence interval. However,

to take the analogue between the conventional approach and a probability density approach much

further than this negates some of the power of the latter technique - in particular the fact that the
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posterior probability function is an accurate reflection of the possible outcomes, whereas the

conventional approach imposes a Gaussian distribution, which may be unrealistic. A commonly

occurring example is the case where the posterior probability density is more complex than a

unimodal distribution. Here the conventional estimate should be regarded as unreliable, and the actual

shape of the posterior distribution may help to refine ideas about how the response variable changes

with the controlling variable.

A further advantage of the probability density approach is that there is no requirement for the

response variables to be continuous, or even that they are ordinal. The calibration method is just as

applicable to species counts as it is to carbon isotope indices, and can be used when the indicator

variables contain a mixture of both types of observation. The only condition for these techniques is

that a value in an observable must have a distribution for the variable of interest associated with it.

The final advantage is that the posterior probability distribution is in itself a conditional probability

distribution. In the example above, it is the probability of temperature given the information that the

tree is capable of growth, and given the particular carbon isotope index. Were some new information

to become available, for example tree-ring density, then the first posterior probability distribution

could itself be regarded as a prior probability distribution and the new information used in exactly the

same way to produce a new posterior probability distribution which would reflect all available

information about the climatic variable of interest. Thus the method can be used to combine a wide

range of differing sources of information to yield the best estimate of the climate variable given the

available data.

Examples of Comparative Applications

We present a set of preliminary comparative results based on the reconstruction of summer

temperature from stable isotopes in oak tree rings which indicates that a Bayesian approach can

improve the estimates of climatic parameters. Perhaps more importantly, it serves to demonstrate that,

in poorly correlated data of the type often encountered in many forms of climatic reconstruction from

proxy data, the errors produced during the calibration (inverse or classical or Bayesian) procedure, if

correctly estimated, are likely to be of a magnitude similar to, or greater than, variation in the

parameter being reconstructed.

The example involves the reconstruction of mean July and August temperatures between AD

1895 and 1994 from high-frequency carbon stable isotope indices, calculated from five oaks (Quercus

robur L.) growing at Sandringham Park (52°50'N, 0°30'E) in east England (Robertson et al., 1997).
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The high-frequency carbon stable isotope indices were obtained by dividing the δ13C values of each

tree by a fitted value obtained from a 60-year Gaussian filter to remove the very low frequency

variance. The individual indices were then transformed into standardised indices by calculating

standard anomalies. A 10-year high-pass Gaussian filter was applied to these standardised indices to

define the high-frequency variance. Standard anomalies were again calculated and the mean site

chronology represented here is the average of these values. The correlation between the mean July

and August temperature and the high-frequency carbon stable isotope indices is 0.65, which is typical

of the correlations encountered in such proxy palaeoclimatic reconstruction. Figure 5 shows a

comparison between the observed mean July and August central England temperature and the

temperature reconstructions from high-frequency carbon isotope indices, using in turn inverse

calibration, classical calibration and Bayesian calibration. All estimates of temperature were made

using a jackknife resampling strategy (Efron, 1982), which is essentially a technique operating on a

‘leave one out’ basis for removing the effect of including the specific values for the value to be

estimated in the training set.

The summary results are presented in Table 1. In this example, the overall inaccuracy

(defined as the mean absolute difference between the observed and estimated temperature) is lowest

for inverse calibration (0.62°C). However, the bias is also highest (0.56) which translates to a

systematic discrepancy of about 1.5°C at the extreme ends of the temperature range, and is clearly

unacceptable for the believability of any reconstructed temperature sequence. Both classical and

kernel density based estimates are less accurate (0.93°C and 0.81°C respectively), but have neglegable

bias (-0.02 and 0.10). The best 95% confidence interval is from inverse calibration (3.07°C), closely

followed by kernel density estimation (4.25°C). Classical calibration has an associated confidence

interval of 11.43°C 1, which again is unacceptable when the total temperature range is 4.70°C.

                                                          
1 Classical calibration seems to have been unduly affected by the jackknife process, giving very large confidence
intervals for the extremes of the temperature range. Removing these outliers leaves a confidence interval of about
6°C which is probably more representative of the true confidence interval.
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Discussion

Although this case is not optimal, in that it does not display particularly high correlations

between proxy data and climate variables, the results clearly demonstrate the general nature and

magnitude of the problem we perceive in current calibration methodologies. We believe that there are

two principal difficulties - the presence of a systematic discrepancy when using inverse calibration

techniques, which we term bias, and the fact that the average 95% confidence width of the estimate

can in some cases exceed the variability of the parameter being estimated, if the correlation between

proxy and climate variable is relatively low. Bias will have the important effect of causing under-

representation of extreme conditions in the reconstructed data set, i.e., a tendency to underestimate the

frequency of very low or very high values.

Bayesian methods have been attempted previously for climatic reconstruction, but have

proved disappointing (e.g., Van Deusen and Reams, 1996). However, the results presented here

demonstrate clearly the potential for kernel-based Bayesian calibration to be a useful statistical tool

for climatic reconstruction. Only some of the mathematical properties of kernel-density calibrations

are known to the authors at present, although simulation of the mathematical properties of kernel-

density calibration has shown that regression-based techniques are superior when the observed

correlation is greater than ca. 0.9 (Lucy, 1997). However, for biological systems such as those used in

climatic reconstruction, correlations are typically between 0.5 and 0.8, with figures greater than 0.9

being extremely rare. Our results indicate that in the majority of cases there use of kernel density

based calibration techniques may offset the undesirable properties of bias seen in inverse calibration,

and large confidence intervals and inaccuracy seen in classical calibration.

Conclusions

At a time when knowledge of past climatic variability is of increasing political and economic

importance in world affairs, it is crucial that the statistical techniques employed by climatologists do

not give misleading impressions of past climatic change, and give estimates for reconstructed climate

parameters with the lowest possible errors. Conventional least squares regression-based techniques

may fail in both these respects. According to Cook et al. (1994), even much more complex regression

models cannot extract weak climatic signals from tree-rings. We suggest that closer scrutiny be

applied to not just bias and accuracy, but the estimated confidence with which any technique can give

a predicted value, as all the statistical techniques described here give 95% confidence intervals which

are similar in magnitude, or greater than, the total variation in the climatic parameter of interest.

However, there may be some potential in investigating further the properties and applications of
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kernel-density estimates for climatic reconstruction from a wide range of proxy data, as part of a

wider review of the performance of such techniques.
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TABLE 1.     July and August temperature reconstruction for the period AD 1895-1994 from stable
carbon isotopes in oak cellulose from east England, UK (r=0.65)

Mean inaccuracy (°C) Bias Percentage estimates
within 95% CI

Mean 95% confidence
interval width (°C)

Inverse calibration 0.62 0.5938 94 3.07

Classical calibration 0.93 -0.0202 96 11.43

Bayesian 0.81 0.1033 94 4.25

The mean inaccuracy is the magnitude of the mean difference between the reconstructed

temperature and the observed temperature. Mean 95% confidence intervals were calculated from the

reconstructed temperature time-series.
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Figures

Figure 1. The sample x-y pairs here are illustrated with their least squares line. The least squares

parameters are calculated by assuming that all x values are known absolutely and that the y values are

subject to some random error. Hence, the least squares method selects parameters for the model which

minimise this random error shown as e1, e2 and e3.

Figure 2. Plot of error for six estimates against their observed values, based upon the sample data

represented in Figure 1. Both inverse and classical calibration techniques have been employed on

these data which clearly illustrate the systematic error in estimates made by inverse calibration.
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Figure 3. Joint density surface for Sandringham high-frequency carbon isotope indices and July-

August temperature. Here, x is temperature, y is the high-frequency carbon isotope index and z is the

probability for the joint event. A conditional probability for temperature, given a particular carbon

isotope index, can be obtained by taking a slice through this surface at the appropriate value of y and

dividing by f(x) .

Figure 4.  Conditional probability density for mean July-August temperature given a carbon isotope

index value of 1.14 (the probability density is scaled so that the total area under the surface is unity).
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Figure 5. Observed (a) and reconstructed (b-d) July and August temperature (°C) for the period

1895-1994. The high-frequency carbon isotope indices used in the analyses were calculated from

carbon isotope values using a 60-year Gaussian filter to remove the very low frequency variance. A

10-year high-pass Gaussian filter was then applied to the residuals to define the high-frequency

variance. (a) Observed central England temperatures were calculated using the mean 24h maxima and

minima daily values read at 0900h GMT (Parker et al., 1992). (B) Reconstructed central England

temperatures using inverse calibration (r = 0.65). (c) Reconstructed central England temperatures

using classical calibration. (d) Reconstructed central England temperatures reconstructed using

kernel-density techniques.
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Appendices

Bayes’ theorem
Suppose we are interested in calibrating variable X given the values of m indicator variables

mYYY ,...,, 21  then a suitable form of Bayes’ theorem (assuming conditional independence of the Y's

given X) that can be used when all variables are continuous is:

where: ),...,,|( 21 myyyxf  is the posterior distribution of X given all m indicator variables,

)|( xyf i  (i=1, 2,…, m) is the likelihood of  indicator iY given X, and

)(xf  is the prior distribution of X.

The probability density ),...,,( 21 myyyf ensures proper normalisation and can be found by
integrating the numerator; in practice this is usually done by numerical approximation.

Kernel density estimation
To find the posterior density function we must first have estimates of all required likelihood and prior
densities. The likelihood is found using )(),()|( xfyxfxyf ii = , i=1, 2,…, m, where ),( iyxf is
the joint probability distribution of x and iy . The kernel density estimate of the joint probability
function based on a training data set of n observations{ }),(),...,,(),,( 2211 nn yxyxyx  is:

( ) ( )f x
n

k x xi
i

n

= −
=
∑1

1

with a univariate Gaussian kernel and window width of hx, that is

k x
h

x
h

x
x x

( ) exp ,= −








−∞ < < +∞
1

2
1
2

2

2π

In practice, the ranges of x is truncated to make implementation easier, for example xx hxh 55 <<− .
There are many approaches to estimation of the window width parameter xh (see Silverman (1986) for

examples). The simplest says that /hx n sx= −1 5 , where sx is the sample standard deviation of the x
values.

The kernel density estimate of the joint probability function based on the training data set is:

( , ) ( , )f x y
n

k x x y yi i
i

n

= − −
=
∑1

1

where the kernel function chosen in this example is the general bi-variate Gaussian, window widths
hx, hy and correlation ρ, with form:

),...,,(
)()|()...|()|(),...,,|(

21

21
21

m

m
m yyyf

xfxyfxyfxyfyyyxf =
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k x y
h h
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h

x y
h h

y
h

x y
x y x x y y

( , ) exp , ,=
−

−
−

− +





















−∞ < < +∞

1
2 1

1
2 1

2
2 2

2

2

2
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Again the ranges of x and y are truncated. The window width parameters hx, hy and ρ are selected as
functions of the sample variences and correlations from the training data.
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